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 F.5’s Mock Examination is a usual practice of secondary schools in attempt to 

prepare students for writing the HKCEE on May of each year.  Therefore, both its 

format and structure are similar to the ones of the actual public examination.  

Besides of setting the examination, teachers who are teaching F.5 students have the 

responsibility to have a thorough review with the students on the examination after its 

completion and grading, and if possible, provide further assistance to them.  The 

following is an analysis of how students of my history classes of this academic year 

did on their mock examination; and in sight of this, whether students can avoid the 

problems that made and then perform better on the upcoming CE. 

Sampling Students 

 There are twenty-five students in my two history classes and most of them are 

F.5 repeaters who wrote the history CE on last year.  Twenty-one of them took the 

mock examination.  Among which thirteen students and their results were chosen as 

the subject of study, including those who scored the highest, middle, and lowest 

range. 

Analysis of Students’ Performance: Paper II 

 Students’ performance in general is less than satisfactory as most of the questions 

of the test are based on the teaching materials in class.  Although my two classes of 

students overall scored higher than the other teachers’ classes, I expected my students 

could do much better because they had relatively more preparation for the CE than the 

others throughout the academic year.  Most students complained that they did not 

have enough time to prepare for the exam because the test date was between the 

Chinese and English ones.  Some of them were too tired to study after finishing the 

Chinese test; others were worried about the English test on the next day and therefore 

chose to prepare for English instead.  It is noteworthy that even given these 

complaints, students’ ranking wasn’t much affected, that is, the students who 
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performed well on quizes and lectures did better on the exam, while those who did not 

pay attention during class did worst in comparison.  Both the well-performed and 

poorly-performed students were actually less effected by the test date, probably 

because the prior had a strong subject knowledge foundation of the subject but the 

latter just did what they usually did on the test – lay back of refused to try.  

 In the multiple-choice (paper II) section with the total of forty marks, eight out of 

the sampling students scored equal or more than eighteen, the passing mark.  One 

student received ten which was the lowest while one student got thirty-four which was 

the highest.  The median score of those thirteen students is twenty-one which is 

52.5%.  Among the forty questions being asked, there were fifteen questions which 

more than fifty percent (seven) of students answered incorrectly.  This indicates that 

students show common weaknesses on some particular areas.  On the other hand, 

there were only two questions which less than ten percent (one) of students answered 

correctly.  The result show a possibility that some students either scored very poorly 

or guessed their answers for the examination. 

 There are three common features among the questions that less than 50% of 

students answered correctly.  First, students show common weakness in memorizing 

the geographic names and maps, particularly the ones of Europe.  For example, Q.4 

is asking students the geographic location of a country that was not a Balkan League 

member, only student (who was good at history) answered it correctly.  For Q.18, 

students needed to identify the treaty which led two countries to administer two 

Danish territories, only two students managed to get the right answer (one due to 

guessing the other one was good at history). 

 Students also show confusion between different treaties and their terms of 

agreement.  One of these is Q.7 which students require to identify the country that 

had to accept the Treaty of Trianon in 1920, only two students knew the correct 
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answer and the other one got it right by guessing.  Another one is Q.33 which asks 

the communist country that was refused to join the Warsaw Pact in 1955, again, only 

three students answered correctly.  The third feature is students generally had 

difficulty in memorizing the exact time that an incident occurred.  In Q.28, students 

had to first identify the picture of an incident, that is the March to Rome of the Fascist 

Party, and then note the year that it happened.  Two students got the right answer, 

one due to his strong knowledge in history and the other one due to guessing.  In 

Q.39, eleven students confused the year that the Manchurian Incident occurred with 

the other similar incidents.   

 On the other hand, students generally did better on questions of Chapter 1 (China 

from the Self-Strengthening Movement to the May Fourth Movement), Chapter 2 

(Japan from the Meiji Restoration to Becoming a World Country), Chapter 4 (Russian 

Revolutions), and Chapter 7 (Second World War).  The percentages of students 

answered correctly on these chapters are 57%, 65%, 59%, and 81% respectively.  

Students had a better understanding of questions about China because most of them 

are related to the ones that they studied in Chinese History class.  In addition, 

Chapters 1, 2, and 4 focus on a specific country which most of the students find it 

more straight forward and easy to understand.  Although Chapter 7 involves a lot of 

countries, students still did better because the period that it covers is relatively short, 

making students easy to understand the relationship between countries at that time.  

Besides this, however, there are little signs showing the type of questions that students 

did better.   

Analysis of Students’ Performance: Paper I 

 For Paper I, students have to answer four data-based questions (DBQ) and one of 

five essay questions.  In the previous lectures, students had already done ten years of 

past papers, so those who had finished these in-class assignments should find the four 
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DBQ questions on the test similar to what they had done before.  However, as 

mentioned earlier, students are relatively weak on identifying geographic names and 

maps; therefore, students did the worst in Q.3 (the average score is 4.73 out of 10) 

than the other DBQs.  All students could identify the differences between the 

territorial arrangement of the St. Stefano and the one of the Berlin Treaty as shown on 

two maps.  However, they could not use their subject knowledge to explain the 

reasons why the Treaty of St. Stefano was later replaced by the Treaty of Berlin, 

showing student’s weaknesses in memorizing the terms of different treaties.  As a 

long term cause of the First World War, students however could not associate the 

relationship between these treaties and the First World War.  This problem reveals 

students’ lack of understanding on the geographic location and the strategic 

importance of the Balkan area.   

 In comparison, students in general did much better on Q.1, 2 and 4 (the average 

score is 5, 7.875, and 5.875 out of 10).  As like Q.2, students could correctly answer 

the basic questions directly related to the source.  It is because students had seen 

these sources before while they did their ten years of past papers either at school or at 

home as homework assignment.  For example, they could easily identify (except two 

students who couldn’t) the speaker of the speech in Source A was Bismarck, and all 

students could identify the picture of Source B was referring to the Anglo-Japanese 

Alliance.  From their observation, they could also describe the trend of Germany’s 

unemployment rate between the years of 1929-33.   

 For part B of Q1, 2, and 4, students had to answer questions that are related both 

with the source and their subject knowledge.  For example, part B of Q.1 requires 

students to understand what Bismarck said ‘the great questions of the day’ which 

could be found from the source and then use their subject knowledge to identify what 

he did to solve those questions.  Students with higher scores overall had little 
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difficulty in handling these types of questions as they only test students’ basic subject 

knowledge.  Weaker students could only answer the part that are related to the source 

but failed to employ their subject knowledge for this type of questions.   

 A major component of all DBQ questions is to test student’s ability to integrate 

source materials with their subject knowledge.  This type of questions is usually 

worth 50% or more of the entire questions.  During the lectures, I had already taught 

students on the techniques in answering this kind of questions, such as the pattern and 

the method of analysis.  It is interesting to note that all passing students were able to 

adopt the ways that I had taught to them and so they could score better on this type of 

questions.  Still, most of the students show weakness in thoroughly understanding 

the question being asked.  For example, part C of Q.2 requires students to identify 

the extent that the source can help in analyzing why Japan became a world power in 

the first half of the 20th Century.  After saying that the source could help us to do so 

at a large extent, most students just gave their one-sided explanation, that is, why the 

source could or could not do that analysis.  Only four to five students could give a 

balanced explanation on the usefulness and limitation of the source.  This shows that 

students need to further practice their skills on understanding questions and integrate 

them with their subject knowledge. 

 Essay question is the part where students did the worst for the mock examination.  

Five students either left this section blank or answer in less than two hundred words.  

They are the ones who also scored the lowest on the other parts of the test.  For the 

other eight students, two of them did not follow the instruction which asked them to 

separate answer part A and B of the essay.  As a result, this seriously affected their 

score on this section as the marker had to regard all answer that they put as part A of 

the essay.   

 In terms of students’ choice of questions, no one attempted Q.5 which asks about 
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Europe after the Treaty of Vienna or Q.9 about the Cold War.  It is apparent that they 

were not willing to try on questions that either they had little knowledge of or 

confused about.  Only one student, the one who scored the highest for the entire test, 

chose Q.8 on the causes of World War Two.  Two students chose Q.6 on the Opening 

of China and Japan while three chose Q.7 on the Revolutions in China and Russia.  

As already mentioned, the popularity of these two questions is probably due to 

students’ better understanding on the chapters tha t involve only one country, that is, 

China, Japan and Russia.   

 The student who answered Q.8 was able to provide a balanced view point on the 

usefulness and limitation of the roles of i) nationalism’s development between 

1919-39 and ii) failure of collective security as the causes of World War Two.  He 

also succeeded in illustrating different countries’ roles during the process and the 

significance that their actions led to.  More importantly, he sometimes provided 

information that was not commonly found from Cert level textbooks, which then 

differentiated him from the other students.   

 The two students who answered Q.6 both misunderstood the opening of China 

and Japan with their reforms.  As a result, instead of comparing the process of their 

openings as the part A of the question asked, these two students blindly compared 

these two countries’ reform.  Furthermore, these two students showed little 

knowledge of the events that had happened to these countries before 1860s as part B 

of the question asked.  They instead wrote on the development of these countries as 

late as 1960s when the Chinese Cultural Revolution happened.  This disappointing 

result shows that students have difficulty in both reading the questions carefully and 

relating major historical events with the years that they happened.   

 The three students who wrote on Q.7 answered fairly on part A of that question 

by providing some background of the revolutions in Russia and China.  However, all 
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of them answered it only from the social and political perspective but failed to include 

areas like economic and international problems.  Students answering this question 

had greater difficulty in writing part B which asks the internal development of these 

two countries twenty years after their revolutions.  Students tended to miss the words 

‘twenty years’ and therefore just wrote on their immediate results, such as the fall of 

the previous leaders.  They failed to note the change of Russia as becoming a 

communist country and of China as later entering the warlord era.  They also only 

mentioned the positive effects of the revolutions but not the negative sides of them as 

well.  These results not only show students’ misunderstanding of the question but 

also their weak knowledge on this area.   

Recommendation for Students in Preparing for Their History’s HKCEE 

 After finishing the mock examination, the students already had a chance to go 

over each question with me in a two-hour class.  Before giving back the test to 

students, I asked them to sit together and figure out the answer of each question 

together to see if their answer would be changed after discussing with their classmates.  

Most of them enjoyed this activity because under the leadership of some stronger 

students, they realized that some of their answers were incorrect and what should be 

the correct answers.  They also reminded each other of the techniques in answering 

different kinds of questions.  During the process, I made some comment and raised 

questions in attempt to facilitate their discussion. 

 Then, I concluded on whether their answers were correct or not and gave the test 

and marking scheme to students. 

 At the end, I made some comment towards students’ preparation for the HKCEE.  

First, throughout the academic year, they should have seen the benefit of group study 

and therefore, if possible, they may want to do that while studying for the exam.  It is 

because students generally have different strengths and weaknesses on this subject.  
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Secondly, as it is impossible to ask students to review History everyday on the 

upcoming month while writing for the other subjects’ CE, students should then 

manage their time well and see how many days they’ll have in studying this subject.  

During those days, students should look back at the past paper exercises that I gave to 

them and pay special attention to the last question of each DBQ.   

For the essay questions, because students have a choice to choose when they 

write their CE, so they can focus on their stronger area of the subject and then develop 

a thorough understanding on those.  It is also recommended that students should 

work on the past paper question that are related to those topics for practice purpose.  

Then, if possible, they should read some related reference books in order to 

consolidate their understanding. 

Conclusion 

 After grading this year’s mock examination paper, I confirm that students’ 

success in learning history is both an interactive and solitary experience.  Whether 

students would study history after school also has a great impact on their success in 

this subject – what I believe as the solitary part of this process.  It is because history 

is a subject that requires personal feeling and interpretation, those who succeed in it 

must be willing to look into different historical matters independently.  For this part, 

I find myself as being a teacher has limitation to affect all of my students.  For the 

interactive side, however, while students are attending the history class, teachers have 

a role to facilitate their interests in learning history and to illustrate the whole picture 

of different historical matters.  Students would then respond by performing in their 

group work and asking questions during or after class time.  As time goes on, I see 

both their mind sets toward history and the present world change.  At the same time, 

my attitude towards teaching and the world is also being influenced.   


